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How has your first quarter of 2006 been? Have you changed your job? Changed your business? Cha
This week´s newsletter is about the origins of Wealth Dynamics, and how such magic happens:

<Center><strong>THE ORIGINS OF WEALTH DYNAMICS</strong>
<b><i>ˆAll men are created equal˜</b></i>
- Thomas Jefferson, 1776
<b><i>ˆSame, same, but different˜</b></i>
- Popular Thai Expression, 2006</Center>

Wealth Dynamics, the profiling system for entrepreneurs, is based on a basic premise that <b>w

Over 20,000 entrepreneurs have taken the Wealth Dynamics test in the last five years, giving t

If these frequencies fit so naturally, where did they come from? When were they first identifi

Before we became so busy after the invention of such things as TVs, combustion engines and ele

<Center><i>ˆIn the beginning there was as yet no moral or social order. Then came Fu Xi who lo
˙ From the <i>I Ching</i>. </Center>

The I Ching is an incredibly profound insight into the nature of our place in this universe. T

In the I Ching, 64 Hexagrams combining Yin and Yang make up the entire DNA of time (and energy

As we are born from energy to matter, we take on varying qualities of the first four elements,
The I Ching remained inaccessible to the Western World for the first 4,000 years of its life.

It was here that he met psychoanalyst, Carl Jung. Jung had been Sigmund Freud´s understudy for
<Center><i>ˆFor the first time this profoundest work of the Orient was introduced to the West
˘ Carl Jung</Center>

Jung´s new insights led to the basis of Jungian psychological typing, which subsequently led t

The significant difference in Wealth Dynamics to other psychometric tests is in its relation t

Jung turned his attention to the intentional coincidences and total inter-connectedness of all

To this day, Jungian personality testing treats our personality traits as static `elements´ wi

While modern science and spirit have always been divided in the West, the East has always take

Wealth Dynamics refers to these five states as ˆfrequencies˜. When we tune in to our frequency

<Center><i>"These coincidences, which Jung termed synchronicity, are sure signs you are in the
- Charlene Belitz & Meg Lundstrum, The Power of Flow</Center>

Flow is not an ethereal concept in Wealth Dynamics, but an achievable state, reached through a

The end goal of Wealth Dynamics is not just to know your profile. It is to identify your path,
<Center><b><i>ˆAs far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence
is to kindle a light in the darkness of mere being.˜</b></i>
- Carl Jung (1875 - 1961)</Center>
Find out more about Wealth Dynamics and take the online test at www.wealthdynamics.org
<b>AND FINALLY</b>

You will not see Paul Newman on the list of Hollywood top earners, yet Newman has given away o

He started his company, ˆNewman´s Own˜ on a wager that people wouldn´t buy his salad dressing.

What´s more, the success of Newman´s Own has since catapulted Newman´s involvement in philanth

Newman´s uncompromising approach to making a difference is summed up in the slogan of his comp
<b><i>ˆShameless Exploitation in Pursuit of the Common Good˜</b></i>
If Butch Cassidy can have this kind of success, what can you achieve? What will you change in
Belief, courage, action
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